
BASING

Talented figure painter Shannon Shaw supplied us with her take on 
Captain Flint. Here at WI we decided to give Flint an alternative 
base, and thought you would like to see how we did it.

We decided to go with woopden planks for the base and utilised an old Renedra 
Scenic Platsic frame for the WI bits box! The large gate on the frame had some 
nice textured wood effect on, so that was the starting point. Using some clippers a 
random selection of sizes were cut and arranged in a suitable manner, making sure 
it was big enough to cover the plastic base. 
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FLINTCAPTAIN 

Once we were happy with the composition of our wooden plank base, it was glued 
together using super glue. We then used some vernier calipers to measure the 
internal diameter of the figure base.
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This measurement was then transferred to the wooden base and marked with a 
permanent pen. This is now the template for the base.
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Next we roughly cut this template to shape using some clippers. Care should be 
taken as the offcuts were flying all over the office! 
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Finally after a lot of filing and sanding the wooden base fits nicely into the recessed 
inner circle of the figure base. The next job was to paint it and make it look wooden!
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When it came to painting the wooden base we decided 
to turn to WI Paints, not only was this written by expert 
painters and modellers, but it also includes an excellent 
section on painting wood. This publication is still avaialble 
through the Wargames Illustrated website. Also keep your 
eyes pealed for the Captain Flint figure on there too!

www.wargamesillustrated.net
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PAINTING THE BASE
We decided to go for a weathered wood look for Captain Flint’s base. 
After priming the base with a grey surface primer, the first coat we used 
was D&D Owlbear Brown and a mix of Abyssal Black to darken the 
shade slightly.
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Once dried another mix of D&D 
Bugbear Brown and Owlbear 
Brown was used to drybrush over 
the base. The slightly lighter shade 
of this colour helped bring out 
the texture. Finally we gave it a 
highlight drybrush using D&D 
Skeleton Bone.
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FIXING THE FIGURE TO THE BASE
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When the base had time to dry off it was then glued in place on the 
black plastic figure base, again using superglue. The figure was carefully 
trimmed of its metal base and drilled and pinned using a paperclip. 

1 We then needed to mark and drill 
the base to match the pins in the 
figure. This was done by putting 
a spot of paint on the ends of the 
pins and touching them on the 
base. Next we drilled the base and 
fastened the pinned figure in place 
with some superglue and there we 
have it, job done!
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